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Discover the Mental Secrets Smart Golfers are Using to Play Their Best Golf Every-Time They
Step Onto the Course!“Golf is a game that is played on a 6 inch course, the distance between
the ears”- Bobby JonesMost golf instruction books focus on the physical mechanics of the
game; like how to improve ones golf swing, putting or chipping techniques. For most golfers this
is simply a band-aid to a much bigger problem of why they struggle on the course. The true
secret to playing great golf lies within the last six inches of the game, that which most people
never truly learn to harness."Golf - The Last Six Inches: Change Your Brain, Change Your Game"
by Sue Wieger (M.Ed, LPGA) will help you THINK, PLAY and FEEL better about yourself and
your golf game; whether you are an aspiring tour player, low handicap, mid to high handicap, or
even a beginner golfer.Learning or playing golf does not have to be rocket science if you start
with the right attitude and mindset. Ben Hogan, the greatest player in the history of golf believed
anyone with average coordination could learn to break eighty if one applies oneself patiently and
intelligently.Traditional golf instruction has been driven by 80-100% mechanical focus, but yet
when we survey players, they tells us “Oh yes, it’s such a mental game, probably at least 80% of
the game is mental." So how does focusing on mechanics help build mental toughness in
players? Just like practicing good sound fundamentals and mechanics, you must practice peak
performance attitude and mindset."The whole secret to mastering the game of golf -- and this
applies to the beginner as well as the pro -- is to cultivate a mental approach to the game that
will enable you to shrug off the bad days, keep patient and know in your heart that sooner or
later you will be back on top."- Arnold PalmerSue Wieger’s, "Golf - The Last Six Inches", will give
you the fundamental knowledge how to build and sustain peak performance mindset. The
hardest distance in golf to figure out is the six inches between your ears. This book, "Golf - The
Last Six Inches" will help you figure out YOU.Here’s a Quick Preview of What You Will
Learn:Chapter 1: The “WHY” of GolfChapter 2: The Golf Cycle of PerformanceChapter 3: The
Self Image and Your StoryChapter 4: Your State of Mind is the State of Your GameChapter 5:
Focus - Where Your Focus Goes, Energy FlowsChapter 6: Self Talk - What You Say About
Yourself. Is it the Truth ?Chapter 7: Trust Versus Trying PerformancesChapter 8: The Cycle of
Peak and Non-Peak PerformanceChapter 9: Change Your Brain, Change your Game: The Tools
and Strategies You Need to Succeed"Golf; The Last Six Inches" will give you tools to help you
learn how to turn your mental game around and thus your entire golf game around.Changing
your thoughts will change your game. It is possible to create your true potential just by changing
your brain, your thoughts and your emotions. With this book you will create change in your
game."You can win tournaments when you're mechanical, but golf is a game of emotion and
adjustment. If you're not aware of what's happening to your mind and your body when you're
playing, you'll never be able to be the very best you can be."- Jack NicklausGolf is so relative to
the six inches between your ears so lets start training that crucial space to create your unlimited
possibilities on and off the golf course.As you begin reading start by being open and curious as



to what lies ahead for you and your golf game.Start Your Journey TODAY...Scroll Up, Grab a
Copy and Let’s Get Started!To learn more about Sue Wieger M.Ed, LPGA visit => http://
SueWiegerGolf.com

About the AuthorSue Wieger, M.Ed., is a #1 Best Selling International Author, Motivational
Speaker and Peak Performance Coach. Sue is a 24 year LPGA Class "A" Golf Professional and
owns Wieger Consulting, LLC. Sue travels the world empowering individuals, corporations and
groups helping them create and build a mindset of success both in golf and life. Her international
learning and performance business incorporates innovative mind and body coaching and
training techniques to maximize each individual person’s potential. Sue coaches and trains all
skill levels including PGA and LPGA players. Ms. Wieger has created a mental peak
performance program called “Change Your Brain, Change Your Game”® and hosts multi-day
mind & body golf retreats internationally. Sue’s new golf book called GOLF - The Last Six Inches
is a#1 international best seller. Ms. Wieger is the 2015 LPGA Teacher of the Year and has a
Master’s Degree in Educational Psychology and a Bachelor's Degree in Education. Sue is a
Psychology & Honors Program Professor as well as the Director of Education for Yoga For
Golfers™. Ms. Wieger is a Certified Golf Movement Specialist for Tathata Golf, Titleist
Performance Institute, is a Registered Yoga Instructor (RYI 200), and PSYCH- K Facilitator. Ms.
Wieger is also a Consultant and National Golf Facility Evaluator for the National Women’s Golf
Alliance. Sue is a 16year breast cancer survivor and is Founding Executive Director for the “Golf
Fore Life” Breast Cancer Charity dedicated to raise funds for breast cancer. Sue is originally from
Omaha, Nebraska and now resides in Arizona and hosts SWGA programs internationally. Come
Train with the Best and Experience the Difference Contact Sue @ www.suewiegergolf.com or
480-392-6563 --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Praise for Sue Wieger"Sue Wieger has a unique approach to golf and life that will help you
unlock your true potential. By reading her book , GOLF - The Last Six Inches: Change your
Brain, Change your Game, she will simplify your swing thoughts. More importantly she will
harness and redirect your mind."~Dr. Bobbi Lancaster, LPGA Tour Golfer"With Sue’s Change
Your Brain, Change Your Game mental coaching strategies, I won my first professional
tournament. Working with Sue has helped me change my focus and given me the tools for my
success.~Justin Spray, PGA Tour Professional“Working with Sue and her Change Your Brain,
Change Your Game tools, has been priceless to both my golf game and my personal
life."~Caroline Johnston, Gold Canyon, AZ“It was so much more that what I anticipated the
workshop to be, I learned how to lower my golf score and conquer myinner demons.”~Kristin
Herffern, Breast Cancer Corporate Executive“Sue’s coaching is perfect for someone like me
who gets so analytical with their game. I had self talk of shanking the ball and Sue’s coaching
taught me how to talk my way into great shots and results were immediate. It works and it’s so
easy and so relaxing.”~Karen Peterson, Club Champion, Payson AZ“Sue’s Change Your Brain,
Change Your Game workshop gave me so many golf and life lessons and it certainly has
changed my game and my life.”~Cynthia, new golfer from Michigan"In case you were wondering
if I was paying attention, Sue... I just played my career best round of golf today." (One day after
taking the Change your Brain, Change your game retreat)~Nina Payson, AZ“Sue’s all about the
“brain game!” I I’ve learned that my mind is a powerful tool and that positive thoughts produce
excellent swings. I’m loving it! I’m so happy that Sue has put her wisdom into book form and
made it accessible to a wider audience. I’m confident that GOLF: THE LAST SIX INCHES will
move many more golfers to change their brains and change their games.”~Steve Holm, 6
Handicap"I am grateful to have spent time with Sue Wieger and I am glad to be able to call her a
good friend. Her knowledge in golf and her passion to help people is infectious. I am excited
knowing that so many golfers will read her book and create profound new outcomes on the
course."~Bryan Hepler, Founder of Tathata GolfGOLFThe Last Six Inches:Change Your Brain,
Change Your GameBy Sue Wieger M.Ed LPGAGOLF - The Last Six InchesWieger Consulting,
LLC54 W. Pecan PlaceTempe, AZ 85284 USAPhone: (480) 392-6563Email:
swieger@gmail.comwww.suewiegergolf.comOrdering InformationSpecial discounts are
available on quantity purchases by corporations, associations, and other organizations. For
details, contact the publisher at the address above.Copyright © 2015 by Sue WiegerAll rights
reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form
or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods,
without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations
embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.
For permission requests, write to the publisher, addressed “Attention: Permissions Coordinator,”
at the address above.The author of this book does not dispense medical advice or prescribe the
use of any technique as a form of treatment for physical, emotional, or medical problems without
the advice of a physician, either directly or indirectly. The intent of the author is only to offer



information of a general nature to help you in your quest for emotional and spiritual well-being. In
the event you use any of the information in this book for yourself, the author and the publisher
assume no responsibility for your actions.Printed in the United States of AmericaI dedicate this
book to my lovely wife, Sheila, for her unconditional love and support.I also dedicate this book to
my golf clients, LPGA and PGA colleagues who inspire me to keep growing as a coach and as a
person. Forever grateful for their continuedsupport of Sue Wieger Golf.Table of ContentsPreface
1Introduction 7Chapter 1. Your WHY of Golf? 19Chapter 2. How Thoughts, Emotions,
& Actions DictateYour Golf Shots 43Chapter 3. Golf is Mindful, Not Mindless:
Tools for Mindfulness on the Golf Course 53Chapter 4. Where Your Focus Goes, The Shots
Will Go 69Chapter 5. Your Words Equal Your Beliefs 89Chapter 6. #1 Tool for Peak
Performance:The Pre-Shot Routine 101Chapter 7. #2 Tool for Peak Performance:The Post-
Shot Routine 121Conclusion 137Resources 141Bibliography 145About the Author
147Sue Wieger Golf Academy 149PREFACELet me first congratulate and thank you for
purchasing Golf - The Last Six Inches. I am excited for you and the improvements you’re about to
make to your golf game and possibly your life. I’m positive if you work through this book, you will
clearly see why your golf game, forgive the pun, has not been up to your par.For those of you
who may have had more traditional golf instruction in your past or might be just beginning golf
instruction in your near future, I am wishing you an open heart and mind. This book will
challenge you to think a little deeper about your golf improvement techniques and instruction.
This book will teach you to think about your mindset first. In learning any new skill, including
learning golf, your mindset needs to be present and actively engaged in the learning process
This book, Golf - The Last Six Inches, will challenge your critical thinking skills, and give you
some basic brain science knowledge on how your minds affects your golf game.I quote Michael
Hebron, PGA Master Professional and lifelong learner, “Mindset before Skill set”.You have taken
the first step toward creating peak performance mindset on the golf course by opening this book.
This book is not just a golf instructional manual, but just might be a self help book as well. As you
answer questions, and complete fun and engaging mental exercises in the book and ACE
Performance Training Guide, some fears and vulnerabilities might arise. Do not fear those
vulnerabilities for they are opportunities for the most potential growth to occur. Challenge those
vulnerabilities and become aware of them so you can conquer them with tools learned in this
book.This book will help you address those vulnerabilities and create a shift by giving you tools
to empower yourself on and off the golf course. Your mindset is the key to that shift. In these
pages you will learn tools to elevate your game by creating a peak performance mindset.I have
used these tools for years and have seen drastic improvement in the way my students are
thinking, and feeling about themselves. Their relationship with themselves has changed on the
golf course. Players are golfing with no fear, and playing with more joy and happiness no matter
the score outcome.This book along with the ACE Performance Training Guide, which I feel is a
must tool to have in order to dive deep into elevating your golf game You can talk about changing
your golf game all day long and you can have thoughts about that change, but you really must do



something about changing it. Meaning you must decide to take a different route and take action.
This book and The ACE Performance Training Guide will give you the tools and strategies to
creating a peak performance mindset.Traditional golf instruction has been focused on
mechanics, such as changing your grip, changing your stance, or changing your downswing.
This book will not give you mechanical tips on your golf swing; however, it will give you the
mechanics of creating a peak performance mindset.When it comes to golf instruction, people
often think there is nothing new to be learned. For the most part, that is true. The mechanics of
the golf swing has been studied for years and with all the new technology we have today, golf
instruction is getting tremendously over analytical in nature. This book is not about mechanics of
a golf swing. This book is about how we think and feel about ourselves when we are on the golf
course, which in turn drives our performance.I have always wondered why golfers, who seem to
have the same outstanding golfing skill sets, perform at different levels. What is the common link
between the golfers that win and those golfers that don't? On both PGA and LPGA tours, players
all have great golf swings, even though they may look different. What separates the peak
performers from the participants? I believe it's their mindset. They all have exceptional
mechanical skills. Think about it. Within both the LPGA and PGA touring professionals, they all
have the skills to compete at the highest level. The question is why does the person with the
most fundamentally sound golf swing not win tournaments or sustain peak performance? Why
do amateurs play well one day and shoot their career worst the next day?Golf - The Last Six
Inches is written to help you answer some tough thought provoking questions such as: What is
my mindset on and off the golf course? What would I like my mindset to be? Is there a new
process in the way I think about my golf game? The answers you are searching for can be found
here and in the companion workbook, The ACE Performance Training Guide. If you take the
training guided activities and tools seriously and decide to actively engage in the exercises, your
commitment will be rewarded with a peak performance mindset, golf game enhancement, and a
joyful self- discovery process.The ACE Performance Training Guide is full of questions, and
exercises, and activities to challenge your thoughts and feelings. These critical thinking
questions will open your eyes to your inner demons, and possibly some vulnerability you may
have never addressed before now. I encourage you immediately go to this link and purchase The
ACE Performance Training Guide for the guide is the necessary tool for your breakthroughThis
book is to help you alter your way of thinking and feeling about how you approach your golf
game and your life. I encourage you to take your time read each chapter and complete each
chapter exercise found in The ACE Performance Training Guide. Take your time with each
chapter's mental training activities and exercises so you do not rush through it. The book, and
the ACE Performance Training Guide, is designed together so that you will gain insight about
yourself and your golf game. Awareness is the first step of change and you have made that first
step by purchasing the book.These questions, activities, exercises, and thought processes will
create feelings of possible vulnerability and potentially an attitude of fear of the unknown.
Learning occurs when we step into that “unknown space”, even when we don’t succeed.



Transforming the way you think around the golf course should be a challenge for you because it
is a different approach that you probably never tried, or even knew how to do.I suggest you read
each chapter, and commit to completing the training exercises in the ACE Performance Training
Guide so that you anchor in your new mindset learning. Remember change doesn’t happen
overnight, so decide and commit to the process you are about to begin.When you take on a new
goal, you set out with a plan or a strategy. At times that plan needs to be modified and that is
permissible. Don’t beat yourself up if your plan is to go through this book and the journal and you
get side tracked or frustrated on one section. Take your time and enjoy the process. Play with
one chapter at a time and one exercise at time. You may find one exercise may take you longer
to learn and absorb than others. The stop and start over process is natural. Remember Rome
wasn't built in a day and change doesn’t work that way either. It is very important to be patient
and be kind to yourself during this process of self- discovery and mental growth.This book is not
a quick fix. For your thoughts, feelings, and actions have been driving your golfing successes
and failures to this point. Most golfers are looking for quick fixes in their golf games or swings. Be
brave while reading this book, for you are stepping outside of your comfort zone to begin new
way of thinking to achieve your golfing goals and growth. Golf - The Last Six Inches is meant to
help you learn tools and strategies to create a shift in your thinking. By learning and applying
these tools you will build a peak performance mindset and gain sustainability in the level of
performance you desire.Trust in yourself. Jump off that cliff of uncertainty. I know you will find
powerful wings to fly on within this book.Enjoy your journey of Changing your Brain toChange
your Game.YOUR NEXT STEP >>>>> Go to this linkand get your ACE Performance Training
GuideINTRODUCTIONIt was a beautiful summer day in Omaha, Nebraska; it was one of those
top ten days on the golf course. The sun was shining, there was low humidity, and no wind. The
temperature was pretty mild for a June day in Omaha.I was playing in my first Women’s City
Amateur Championship at Elmwood Park Golf Course. I had just shot my best round of my three
year golfing career of 69. Yes, a score 69 on par 72 public golf course. It was my first time ever
breaking par. My final round of 69 was so easy. The golf swing felt great, and I was just playing in
the zone. At that time early in my career, I didn’t know what the zone was; I was such a young
player. I was in my late 20s back then and had just picked up the game. I was a competitive three
sport athlete in high school and college, but didn’t pick up the game of golf until I was a senior in
college. I picked up the game literally by accident securing a summer job at a golf course as a
beer cart girl (now we call them food and beverage drivers). I watched players play the game on
the golf course and decided to try the game myself thinking it didn’t look that hard. My mentality
was simple in theory: “You just hit a ball from point A to point B, right?” I had a beginner’s
childlike mindset back then.I was pretty skillful in the beginning. I could hit the golf ball fairly far
for a beginning player and fairly accurately. I know my early athletic skill development in tennis
and softball helped out with understanding this new rotational game called golf. I fell in love with
the game and played every chance I could. In Omaha, I joined a 9 hole ladies league to play
every week and worked on my game after working my shift at the golf course. I was self-taught



and just went out and learned how to play by playing all the time. Again, I just had the beginner’s
mind set. My thoughts were very simplistic; all I thought was, “There is a target, so just hit it
there.” My early amateur career came fairly easy, and my game improved every summer. The
first time I kept score counting every shot, I shot 84 for 18 holes. I thought to myself, “Well, that is
not very good. It’s not par, and I should be shooting par.” I really didn’t know any better. My golf
game got better and better, so I decided to start playing tournaments.Back to the 69. I just shot
myself into a championship playoff. I remembered swinging on the 18th hole on my last hole of
regulation play, and I just thought, “Wow, this is so easy today.” I was swinging with no thoughts, I
could see my targets very clearly, and the ball went exactly where I wanted it to go. After posting
my 69, I found out I was in a playoff with another good player I knew. She was a very consistent
player; however, not a good as me (in my mind anyway). I could out drive her easily, giving me
the advantage on the playoff hole.We started the playoff after all participants finished the
regulations rounds. When I found out I had made the playoff, I immediately started to think, “Oh, I
got this, I played so well today. This will be a piece of cake.”Well, things changed as we got
closer to the playoff. As time went on, I started to second guess myself and had thoughts of,
“What if…” The “What Ifs” were not positive thoughts, they were negative. Thoughts like…“Wow,
this is my first playoff ever. What if I don’t play well?”“The other player is better than me, so I
better play well.”“What if I don’t out drive her on the first hole, then what?”“What will people think
of me if I lose this playoff after shooting a 69 today?”My state of mind was definitely not the same
as the mindset I had when I was shooting the earlier round of 69.I got to the playoff hole tee box,
and I was a totally different person. I was nervous and full of anxiety. The pressure was building,
and it was definitely a different feeling than what I’d had when I played my final regulation round
so easily.My heart was racing; I was physically shaking. My thoughts were all over the board and
not on my golf. We went to the tee box, and people started to gather around us to watch the
playoff. It was so nerve-wracking having people actually watch me play. I was so worried about
what other people were thinking about me at the time. I teed off and didn’t even feel the shot; I
was so nervous. I was giving all my focus and attention to everyone else and not the target or my
game. I had close friends there that I played with before, but never in this pressure situation. My
best friend at the time offered me a beer just to help me calm down because she knew I was
very nervous. This was the first time in golf that I felt the pressure and let the pressure get to me.
I played various collegiate athletics (basketball, softball, volleyball, and tennis), and I had been
in many competitive situations. I had never felt that type of pressure. I have had many
opportunities and situations in my athletic career to win games, such as making a free throw to
win the game or serving an ace to win the state tennis titles match in high school. I have had
those pressure situations and never felt like I did in this golf playoff. Each shot was crucial, and I
felt like each shot was life or death. I was putting too much pressure on myself.I approached my
approach shot after hitting a great drive almost to the green on a par four. The shot ended up
only 15 yards from the green. It was a simple wedge shot only 15 yards off the green. I had
executed this shot many times before, but I missed and the ball went three feet in front of me. I



was so embarrassed. I went up to the ball again, did the exact same thing, and chunked it again.
I felt so humiliated and dejected.The other player hit her shot onto the green from 80 yards away,
and her shot landed in the center of the green. All I had to do was hit my shot close to secure a
birdie putt. I approached my shot with a wedge and felt myself thinking many different
thoughts...“People are watching, you better hit this close.”“Now don’t leave this short.”I basically
gave up and hit a shot six inches from the hole. I went up and marked the ball. My opponent
proceeded to two putt for par and won the play off. I was devastated. I knew I was the better
player, so what the heck happened here?I couldn’t believe it. How could everything go so wrong
when I had just shot a 69 earlier? Hours ago, everything was effortless and easy. Why the
meltdown?My skills in the playoff were not the same as earlier in the day. I was determined to
find out why. After reflecting, I realized my mindset was the difference. It was the six inches
between my ears that was the difference. My thoughts were not on the target, they were not
positive, and I didn’t have the belief system in place like earlier in the day. Earlier, I could not
miss.After much reflection, I knew in my heart that I could play this game competitively and at a
high level. I knew in my heart that I had the skills to take my life on a new trajectory. I knew I had
the skill sets even though I was still learning the game. This was my turning point. The last piece
of my game that I needed was the mental piece. The last training I needed to do was focused on
the six inches between my ears.After six years playing amateur golf in Nebraska, I decided to
turn professional. I had just turned 30 and had been teaching and coaching high school
basketball. I wanted to see how far my game would take me. I knew I wanted to leave Nebraska
to find a sunny place where I could play 12 months a year, so I started looking and sending
hundreds of resumes to golf courses and resorts trying to secure a job in the golf industry. I had
a Bachelor’s in Education and thought that would help. I sent letters to golf courses and resorts
all over Florida and Arizona, thinking these would be my best places to land a job. I could not get
an interview anywhere, until one day a Director of Golf from Charlotte NC called me. I was
excited just to have an interview. I ended up getting a job offer; however, the job started in April,
only one month before my high school teaching contract was up. I decided to leave my teaching
position, even though it was a No-No in education to leave a position before your contract was
up. People were telling me, “What are you thinking? You are too old to play professional golf!” My
passion for playing the game, learning the game, and working in the golf industry was driving my
decision to leave my family, my home state, and my secure teaching career. I ended up leaving
Nebraska to start my professional career. I just knew that this was my new journey.When I
arrived in Charlotte, I thought, “Great, now that I am here, I can really get some great
professional advice on my game and new career.” I began to entrust my game to the real
professionals. I thought I should listen to all my new professional colleagues because they knew
so much more than me. This is when I started to take lessons from every so-called professional
that was willing to help me. In the business, most golf professionals don’t charge each other for
lessons. I wanted to be a sponge and learn as much as I could to get my game even better. That
was my first mistake.I started taking lessons from many different pros, and believe me, they all



had their own method and way of swinging the golf club. I took every swing tip and tried every
training aid I could from my fellow professionals at the club to get better. I changed my swing and
my equipment. I changed everything. I listened to every Tom, Dick, and Harry golf professional. I
got worse. You know how it goes when you follow other people’s advice instead of your own
intuition? The result is that you get lost. I lost my swing, my confidence, and any trust I had in my
ability to swing the club; you name it, I lost it.Early in my career, I was getting worse, not better
when turning professional. During this time, I was trying to play in professional golf tournaments
in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Florida and gain my PGA card. This was summer of 1992,
and back then, I was one of a few woman trying to get into the PGA to play professionally. You
first have to pass the PGA Players Ability Test, which is a 36 hole tournament, and shoot a target
score of 144 from 6900-7100 yardages. There were only six women I knew who could even
compete at that level back in the early 90s. Even the LPGA tour players did not have to play from
those long yardages. To say the least, I was playing horribly while listening to everyone share
how to swing and how to play. I had many different methods being shown to me to help me get
better; however, that was not the result I was getting.The first Players Ability Test was in Hilton
Head Country Club. I was the only woman in the field. I went to the golf club feeling nervous and
had no idea what to expect since it was my first attempt. I walked into the golf shop and went to
the shop counter. The professional at the counter said, “I am sorry, we don’t have any tee times
available, we have a PGA Players Ability Test going on here today.” I said, “Yes, I know, I am one
of your participants in the field.” He asked for my name. I thought, “Oh wow, here we go, they
don’t even know I exist.” My mind was racing and having all kinds of negative self-sabotaging
thoughts. My palms were sweating, and my stomach was in knots and upset. I was actually
feeling nauseous and felt like I was getting sick. I had not even hit a golf shot yet, but I was a
wreck.I went to the practice facility to hit some balls to try and calm down. I started to warm up
and was hitting horrible shots. I was actually hitting shanks, and every golfer knows that that is
the worst feeling shot in the world. Hitting shanks makes you even more fearful because it is the
last shot you want to see before you go play.I could not feel my hands or my swing. I was hitting
shots, fats, thins, shots to the right, and shots to the left. I had absolutely no confidence and was
scared to death.My internal self-talk was incredibly negative...“Sue, what have you done here?
You moved away from family, are starting a new career, and you can’t even hit a straight shot.
What were you thinking?”“The men here are looking at me, and I am sure they are thinking,
‘What is the heck is she doing here? She can’t play; she is shanking the ball.’”The men
participants were not very friendly and very absorbed into their own game and practice. They
were all so serious. I would try and say hi to them to break the ice, but they were totally focused
on practicing for their round. Another lesson I learned: men want to play, they don’t want to
socialize.It was like I was their competitor, and they wanted nothing to do with me. My attitude
was that the PAT was about shooting a target score and beating the golf course, not beating
each other. However, these golf professionals were serious and anti-social. They treated me like
a competitor, not a fellow golf professional. The support there was minimal, and the environment



was very tense. This didn’t help me at all. It made me feel worse.After warming up, I walked over
to the first tee to meet my fellow participants. We exchanged names, let each other know what
type of ball we were playing, and exchanged scorecards. After that, we went to tee off.I watched
two players tee off, and then it was my turn. There was no wind and the humidity was high that
day on the golf course. This was my first official professional tournament. I was so nervous; I can
actually remember to this day the feeling I had on the tee box.My legs were shaking so much
that I don’t remember hitting the golf ball. I hit my drive, and I actually felt like I whiffed the ball
because I felt nothing. I looked down and the ball was gone. I asked my fellow players where my
tee shot went, and they said, “Right down the middle.” Too bad I didn’t see it because that might
have given me some confidence.That first PAT was an eye opener for me. I was trying to do
things I knew in my heart and soul I was not ready to do. I was playing from yardage of 7000
yards and there were par 5’s. I had to try and hit my driver off the tee and then hit my driver off
the fairway just to give myself a chance at getting the ball down far enough so I could have a
long wood or long iron into the green in regulation. This was a different experience playing from
those long yardages. This was not fun, and I remember trying very hard to hit shots I had no
business trying to pull off. My score showed it.Consequently, I didn’t meet the target score, and I
was disappointed again. My brain was focusing on all the different swing techniques my fellow
pros were telling me to do. I was wrapped up in mechanics while trying different methods to find
the right formula. I was not the same player I was back in Nebraska where I just went out, played,
and scored well. I was too in my head. My game and confidence were in the tank.I could not
break 80 and even played in a member Pro Am where I was the Pro and shot 90. I was so
embarrassed. This was my first year as a professional, and I was too frustrated to even play with
members.I played in three more PGA PATs. During the second PAT, I was paired with a
gentleman from Florida. It was his 13th attempt at trying to pass the PAT. I said to myself, “Oh
wow, if he is still here, what the heck am I doing here? This is going to take forever, and I am not
sure this is what I signed up for. This journey is not the way I want to live this life.”I stopped
playing for a while and just started to reflect on WHY I got into this game in the first place. I
started to think about beginning my golf teaching career, so I sought out the best in the business.
David Leadbetter, Jim Flick, Mike Hebron, John Jacobs, etc., you name them, I went to study
from them and their philosophies. As I started my research, I began to realize they all had their
own methods even though ball flight laws were pretty consistent. There are certain laws of
physics that make the ball go where it goes and there is much cause and effect in the golf swing.
When I dove into the teaching side, I started to realize I did have many of the proper skills
already. That is why I originally played so well as an amateur. A childlike and beginner’s mind
helped my early days on the golf course.My career changed when I went to a PGA Teaching
Summit and met Dr. DeDe Owens. She was like me, a female in the business, a great teacher,
and person who loved helping people. I sat and talked to her about my struggles, and she said to
me, “Sue, you already have the skills, you just need to trust and believe in yourself. You have a
teaching degree and great experience, so go follow your own passions.”That day changed my



life. Dr. Owens also told me about the LPGA Teaching and Club division of the LPGA tour. I was
down on my game and thinking that I was too old to play on tour. Then she told me about the
LPGA Teaching and Club division which trains teachers how to teach. I was all in and went back
to Charlotte with a new vision about my own game and career. I also tracked down Dana Radar,
LPGA teaching professional in Charlotte (now National President of the LPGA), who was the
former assistant at Myers Park CC where I was working in Charlotte and who left to start her own
teaching business.I met with her and was so impressed I joined the LPGA Teaching and Club
Professional division that year. I went back to playing and started to play well again. I stopped
listening to others and started to listen to myself, my own thoughts, and my own intuition. I
started to listen to the six inches between my own ears. You know the thing called your own mind
which is filled with your own thoughts. Hence the title Golf - The Last Six Inches. Focusing on
those last six inches was the key to my transformation.I became mindful of my own theories of
self-learning, just like I did when I started the game. I figured it out for myself. I started to become
very aware of my thoughts and self-talk, and I changed the negative to the positive mindset I had
when I played as an amateur. I started to utilize this philosophy, not only in my golf game, but in
my teaching philosophies and methodologies.I started to use language of trust, love, happiness,
and joy when I would practice. I learned to trust my own skills again and really became aware of
the thoughts in my head.I changed my attitude and mental training, and I finally passed my PGA
Players Ability Test after four attempts. My training and preparation was totally different before
my fourth PAT.Why? My mental approach was so much better because my NEW WHY was
engaged and aligned with my passions. I learned how to focus better, and I became aware and
mindful of my attitude and belief system about my own game.I had had the wrong mindset and
beliefs. I lost my way because I didn’t trust myself through the early professional days. If I only
had the mental training I do today back then, my career might have turned out differently, but I
love teaching and truly believe that is where most of my gifts lie.During my amateur career, I
didn’t know any better. I had a beginner’s childlike mindset. That mindset is based on being open
and curious. I was lucky and started the game with the right mindset. This mindset is about
keeping things simple, learning as you go, trusting yourself, and believing in yourself. All these
concepts are about the thoughts and beliefs located in the six inches between your ears.
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NDJ, “Changed my game immediately. I will always be grateful to Sue Wieger for writing this
wonderful book. Chapter One (titled "Your WHY of Golf") by itself is worth much more than the
price of this book. Sue offers an exercise that invites you to explore the reasons why you play
golf and what you really enjoy about playing golf. This exercise is powerful, beyond what I could
have imagined.I love playing golf but I was also feeling way too much stress and frustration
about this great game. Sue asks this question in her book: "Are you playing the game of golf or
working at the game of golf?"After doing the exercise to identify my WHYS of playing golf, I
made a decision to play without keeping score for a while. What a difference it made! I am more
relaxed on the golf course and I am enjoying the game more than ever. In addition, I am hitting
better shots. Sue explains that your peak performance is tied into being congruent with your
WHY. It's true.By the way, Sue isn't suggesting that everyone stop keeping score. Everybody's
WHYS are different and what matters is that you are true to yourself and take actions consistent
with your WHYS.Every golfer, regardless of skill level, can benefit from this book. I highly
recommend it.”

Lee Lambert, “Great read for those thinking about playing or for those people that are serious
golfers (and everyone inbetween). This was an interesting read for me. I never knew why I
wasn't enjoying the game of golf. My WHY is very different and I believe that if i went on the golf
course with a completely different mentality, I bet I would enjoy it much more. I believe that
playing without keeping score might be the best way for me to go out for a while. Otherwise, all I
hear are the corrections from those people around me as well as in my head. I am going to take
a day and play barefoot, just relax, and see if my attitude towards the game changes.”

GrammaT, “Golf instruction not working for you? GET THIS BOOK.. I was fortunate to meet Sue
at the Solheim Cup in DesMoines recently. She mentioned her book and I chose to order it right
away to see what it was all about. Well, if you're struggling trying to "do" all you've been
instructed to do by your teachers and your not going anywhere.....get this book. I am a retired
LPGA teaching professional and I can tell you Sue has put into words what we all need to learn
to enjoy this great game.  A bonus is you'll enjoy life even more.”

Chuck Wills, “Book applies to more than golf.. Thank You Sue, for making golf FUN again. The
day after I finished your book I played 18 holes and shot 84, not great I understand but
considering I haven’t broken 90 in a long time it ment a lot. The book was just like she was
writing it for me. the area of focus is so well written and easy to understand and applies to life not
just golf. Thank You Sue!!P.S. the 84 is only 5 shots from my age , I will do it sometime soon.”

Janet Wise, “This book will change your total enjoyment of the game for you!. During the “stay at
home” orders, I was looking for things to occupy my time. Sue Wieger was being interviewed on



a pod cast about her ideas on playing golf and her book “The Last Six Inches”. She talked about
the reasons why you play golf. It sounded good and I was inspired to get the book. It has been
wonderful to read. Golf opened up here this week and I got to put some of her techniques into
practice. It felt great to get out to play and her ideas really worked. You need to get this book
and change the total enjoyment of the game for you!”

Mark R., “Have fun playing golf again!. Sue makes "playing" golf fun again with this mind
changing book! Read it and find out why you are not "playing" well. Start enjoying your game no
matter what your handicap because the only handicap that matters is the way you think about
the game.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Golf As Consciousness. Everything from the unseen world manifests itself
into our world, only through our imagination and creativity do we create the golf game, that we
desire. This is a book about inner transformation, as it is about golf. This is one of the best books
I have read, and I've practically read most of them. Sue you're a catalyst for change, I went from
Amateur to Professional while reading this book. A childhood dream actualised. You've created a
book that will never be outdated! Just like energy, we can transform into whatever we want to be!
Are you Ready? Well read this, put the effort in and let the transformation begin!”

Tater, “but definitely a good spin on the mental challenge of the game and .... Sue makes you
look at golf from a different perspective. It's not necessarily a new idea, but definitely a good
spin on the mental challenge of the game and the way human emotion can sway your
performance on the course.”

John North, “A great manual for golf enthusiasts!. Playing golf has always been my one of my
favorite hobbies so when I came across this book, I became really interested so I bought a copy
for myself.I've learned a lot as I went through the contents of this book since it contains a lot of
information, helpful tips, instructions and facts about golf improvement techniques. It also taught
me how important mindsetting is when playing this sport. It will also challenge your critical
thinking skills.It was definitely worth reading and worth my time!”

Client d'Ebook Tops, “Very helpful book. Easy to read and easy to put in practice. Following
Sue's advices I could play more relaxed, in the zone, focusing only on my feelings.I would
advised this book to golfers of any handicaps.”

The book by Sue Wieger has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 50 people have provided feedback.
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